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HOW TO RENOVATE YOUR KITCHEN
The kitchen is seen as the most important room in the 
house by many. Somewhere not only to cook, but 
also to eat, entertain, hang out with family, work from 
home by day and oversee homework by night. It is 
also one of the most expensive areas to create, as 
well as one of the spaces most estate agents will tell 
you to address when you’re thinking of selling. So, it’s 
an important space not only in terms of creating a 
home, but also from an investment perspective. 

So, whether you are wondering how to remodel a 
kitchen, build a kitchen extension or relocate your 
kitchen entirely, keep reading.

The Kitchen Remodel (Rip-Out and Replace)
This choice does mean you have to get rid of what 
is already there before you can begin…. And on the 
plus side, you should have a good idea of where the 
natural light enters the room, how you use the space 
and what does and doesn’t work with the current 
layout — meaning you can get your new design 
spot on.

With the services like plumbing and electrics already 
in place, this is usually a fairly straightforward project, 
but bear in mind that a rip-out and replace will not 
simply be a case of replacing like with like. A new 
layout will mean a new lighting layout, additional 
electrical plugs and switches, and possibly moving the 
plumbing points. 

Key issues to consider
•   Ripping out an old kitchen should be done with 

a little care (not like what we see on the Home 
Channel), damaging of walls and potentially 
damaging water pipes and wiring will only mean 
more time and costs.

•	 	You	may	find	that	it	makes	sense	in	trying	to	
salvage some of the old units especially if you are 
on a tight budget; reusing the existing carcasses 
could be a possibility if they are in a reasonable 
condition and that could save some money, or 
they could be used as cupboards in a garage or 
workshop.

•  Most of the ripping-out stage, can be carried out 
on a DIY basis, provided you have the right tools.

•  Don’t assume you have to stick to the same layout 
and	configuration	of	units.

•  It is also of importance when wall tiles are to remain 
as new unit heights may not be the same as those 
which were removed.

•  The most disruptive part of this option is going 
without a proper kitchen for some time and if 
you’re not the camping type, you will need to set 
up a temporary kitchen elsewhere in the home. 

•  You could be without a stove and hob for a period 
of time, do you have alternative ways of cooking, 
like a gas braai?

•  If you have a scullery, you could make use of this 
space whilst the old kitchen is being renovated to 
still do the washing up and to locate your fridge/ 
freezer and do this room last. 

•  Do you want to move doors and windows to 
optimise the new layout? if so, this needs to be 
planned and allowed for.

•  Do water supply pipes and waste pipes may need 
to be moved.

•  Moving and adding electrical plugs and switches. 
And remember the heights of cupboards are 
important. These measurements need to be 
considered for positioning of new plugs and 
checking on existing plugs.

• A new lighting layout

Building a Kitchen Extension
A new kitchen extension means a blank canvass in 
which to create your dream kitchen and one of the 
main reasons people build an extension is because 
they want a bigger kitchen.

As with any alteration or addition you will require the 
services of an architectural professional, along with 
a builder, to design and build this extension for you. 
And the beauty of this type of option, is that you 
get to plan a new kitchen completely from scratch, 
rather than having to work around what was already 
there. And don’t forget to discuss your ideas with a 
professional Kitchen supplier like ‘Easylife Kitchens’.

Kitchen extensions also present the perfect 
opportunity to improve existing spaces elsewhere 
in the house. Opening up a middle room (often the 
dining room in many typical layouts) to become one 
space with the new kitchen or using your new kitchen 
as a way of drawing light into otherwise dark spaces, 
are popular options.

Key issues to consider
•  You will need to submit building plans and wait for 

approval before you can begin work.
•  Open plan spaces need careful planning if they 

are to work well.
•  A structural engineer will probably be required if 

you are opening-up spaces and removing load-
bearing walls.

Relocating a Kitchen
Sometimes it can make sense to move the location 
of your kitchen from one room to another — for 
example, to take full advantage of a particular view 
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or a larger space. You may want to move it to a 
space that receives more natural light during the day 
or perhaps swap it with a living space that would 
benefit	from	a	greater	level	of	privacy.

The main expense and challenge lie in planning for 
new plumbing and electrics, to a different area of 
the house where there haven’t been any before, 
especially the plumbing and waste pipes. Relocating 
waste pipes tends to be more problematic. Not 
only will you have to consider your sink, but also a 
dishwasher and perhaps a washing machine too. 
Where your drains are located will often play a large 
role as to where you would relocate a new kitchen. 
And then don’t forget the electrical points and 
maybe even gas for cooking. Although none of this is 
impossible, it will certainly add to the costs of a new 
kitchen.

Key Issues to consider
•  This option usually causes the most disruption to 

those living in the home — you will temporarily 
loose two rooms and maybe even other spaces of 
the house, rather than just one room….and will you 
be able to endure the mess.

•  All new electrics, plumbing and gas will have to be 
brought into the new kitchen

•  Getting the waste out to the drains from an area 
where it wasn’t installed before can be tricky, 
messy, and expensive.

Ok…so with the where out of the way – what’s next. 

How to Design a New Kitchen
The most common way people wondering on how 
to renovate a kitchen and get a design is through a 
kitchen specialist. By approaching a specialist kitchen 
company with your ideas, they will usually come up 
with several designs for you to look at, based on the 
dimensions of your space and your individual needs. 

Alternatively, you could ask your architect or an 
interior designer to come up with a plan for you, but 
they aren’t usually fully up to date with new trends 
and new products that are available. Otherwise, it is 
a case of coming up with your own design and ideas 
and taking this to a kitchen supplier who will then 
provide you with a quote.

So, before you begin, consider all the factors that 
follow below; it will help you understand the principles 
of what goes into a kitchen layout and design in 
more detail, but also help you in providing the kitchen 
supplier, a fully thought-out brief on exactly what you 
are looking for in your kitchen.

Planning these spaces and integrating the kitchen 
into your home is a mixture of your personal needs 
and design principles.

Design principles
Open plan living has become popular. So, if you are 
renovating,	one	of	the	first	projects	people	would	
like to tackle is opening the kitchen up into the living 
areas, as older houses typically had a separate 
kitchen, dining room and lounge. 

And while open plan kitchens have many 
advantages – allowing you to be part of the action 
while cooking – there are a few drawbacks that need 
consideration:
•  To avoid cooking smells escaping into the 

rest	of	the	house,	efficient	extraction	must	be	
incorporated and always better using a direct 
extraction system to the exterior.

•  A separate scullery and/or laundry is a must if 
your mealtimes are not to be ruined by the noise 
of dishes being washed or the washing machine 
resonating throughout the room.

•  Kitchen clutter needs somewhere to hide and no 
better place than the scullery.

Making a Kitchen Design Brief
In order to get the kitchen of your dreams, you will 
need to come up with a concise brief, listing all your 
requirements. Start with the basics:
•  Every kitchen needs a cooker (oven & hob), fridge 

freezer and sink. Start with these items and add 
other features around them.

•  Look at what you already have — are there any 
interesting architectural details that could be 
incorporated into your new design, such as old 
beams or alcoves?

•  Adequate kitchen storage space is a must. Base 
your storage needs on the size of your household, 
how much kitchen equipment you own, and how 
and where to store your food.

You will also need to take into account what activities 
will take place here other than cooking:
•  Will you be using your kitchen only as a room in 

which to store, prepare and cook food, or would 
you like it to double up as a room in which you can 
sit and eat too?

• Will this also be an entertaining space?
•	 	Would	you	be	satisfied	with	a	breakfast	bar	or	

island unit with stools, or would a full-size table for 
family gatherings be better?

Assess the dimensions of the room and then make a 
wish-list — in order of priority.
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Space Clearance
1 200mm clearance space is required from worktop 
to worktop in a galley kitchen, linking the two heavily 
used spaces. Also allow at least 1000mm clearance 
where a person is likely to work at the worktop. The 
absolute minimum is 800mm.

Where an appliance door opens onto a circulation 
space, allow 400mm for door and 400mm for “sidle 
pass”. A table for four people should be 1300mm x 
700mm minimum and be 800mm to 1000mm away 
from the wall. A stool needs a space of 400mm x 
400mm and an extra 400mm to get past it. A place 
setting is 600mm x 350mm including side plate.

Fillers	should	also	be	used	where	wall	and	floor	units	
end against a wall (tile cleat) - allow a minimum of 
16mm. It is advisable to remember that no walls are 
truly horizontal or vertical and therefore allow for that 
fact	by	increasing	the	width	of	your	fillers.

Appliances in your Kitchen
Make sure that the washing machine and dish washer 
(where applicable) are near a water source and if 
they are being positioned under counter that the 
washing machine is not a top loader or twin tub. Allow 
a minimum of 15mm on either side of appliances and 
preferably 25mm.

Should there be a washing machine, dish washer 
and tumble dryer, a panel will need to be installed 
between two of the appliances to support the top, 
therefore the overall size would be 2005mm.

Dishwashers, washing machines and tumble dryers 
typically measure 600mm wide. Try to allow 25mm 
on either side of the machines and a side panel to 
support	the	top.	Dishwasher	doors	flap	down	and	if	
possible, it is not advisable to position these in front 
of doorways.

The same parameters apply to fridges and freezers. 
There must be room to remove the appliances easily 
for repairs and cleaning. Fridge and freezer doors 
often have to open beyond 90º to allow for baskets 
to be removed, so do not place them next to a 
wall. Fridges are hinged on right, freezers on left and 

microwaves on left. Many now can be hung on either 
side which also applies to eye level ovens. When 
positioning appliances next to walk-in pantries it is 
essential to remember that they protrude further than 
600mm.	A	“filler”	is	required	so	that	the	pantry	door	
can open.

Never position a microwave or extractor unit next to 
a wall corner unit or access to the corner is impossible 
as the door will not open. Similarly, care should be 
taken when placing a fridge, washing machine, dish 
washer or tumble dryer next to a Reach In (RI) corner 
unit and 100mm should be allowed before positioning 
of RI unit. Leave 50mm if a cupboard is at right angles 
to RI instead of an appliance.

The Preparation Centre
This area also doubles as a serving area in a small 
kitchen Optimum space needs 600mm wide x 450mm 
deep + 250mm wide x 450mm deep on RH or LH side 
next to the sink / prep bowl. This space can include 
the drainer of the sink or a covered bowl. As most tops 
are 600mm wide this leaves room for condiments etc. 
The area of comfortable reach is: 1040mm x 465mm.

Storage for preparation area
• Immediate storage
• Spices, herbs, condiments, utensils (not cutlery)
• Waste disposal
•   Water for cooking, rinsing, washing 

Items should be stored as follows
• Below 600mm - rarely required + lighter items
•  600mm to 800mm - good for light items, reasonable 

for heavier ones best for lifting
• 800mm to 1100mm - best for lifting
•  1100mm to 1400mm - good visibility, good for light 

items
•  1400mm to 1700mm – mediocre visibility, light items 

at front of shelf only
•  1700mm to 2200mm - very limited access to 

anybody
•  >2200mm - beyond reach without a step

Also see accessing stuff in your kitchen at the end of 
this info guide. 
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The Cooking Centre
Position the hob as follows:
• 300mm from a wall
• 900mm from an island
•  760mm below an overhead cabinet 600mm below 

an operable window 300mm min from a doorway

Leave 450mm to 600mm of counter space on each 
side of the hob (300mm on an island). Plan an 
unbroken run of worktops between hob and sinks for 
safety reasons. An eye-level oven must not impede 
the	flow	between	the	2.	A	taller	user	(1720mm)	is	
comfortable with a hob at the normal worktop height 
(912mm). Average and short users prefer a hob at 750 
to 800mm. Use a heat resistant countertop surface 
around the hob.

Position the oven as follows:
Single oven, 1½ oven or single oven/ MW combination 
are accessible to tall, normal and short people if 
their base is at worktop height. This is because it is 
comfortable to lift heavy items in a zone extending 
100mm below the elbow to about 200mm above. 
Reach for shorter people is improved by using side-
hinged oven doors.

The oven is likely to be the least used appliance and 
can be placed outside of the work triangle.

Position the microwave as follows: 
The best position is for the bottom of the microwave to 
be 50mm below the primary user’s elbow. In practice 
the bottom of the microwave should be between 
600mm	to	1	200mm	from	the	floor.

The Serving Centre
As already pointed out, the preparation area also 
doubles up as a serving area in a small kitchen. In a 
larger kitchen allow for ± 900mm of counter space 
close to the hob. This space is used to keep warm, 
arrange (dishing) and dispense the food to plates. The 
serving	area	should	easily	flow	into	the	eating	area.

The Eating Centre Counter
If space is limited, consider converting one side of 
an island or of a peninsula into an eating counter. A 
standard counter is ± 912mm high and requires a ± 
600mm stool. Bar height is 1100mm high and requires 
a 750mm stool. Leg room is 300mm when seated on 
a stool. The place setting at a counter is 600mm x 
350mm. Allow 400mm behind the stool for a sidle pass 
or 800mm from the counter edge.

Booth
If there is no room for a table and you dislike a 
countertop, plan for a booth in a wall recess. The 

benches should be as long as the table. Allow 300mm 
height from seat to tabletop. Minimum space for a 
booth seating 4: 1800mm wide x 1200mm deep.

Freestanding table and chairs
A table for four should be 1300mm x 700mm allowing 
for 4 – 600mm x 350mm place settings. 800mm 
allows for salt, drinks, sauces, etc. The table should 
be 800mm away from a wall for the chair to rise and 
1000mm away for a server to move around the table. 
Move	the	table	around	to	find	the	spot	where	chairs	
have the most room. Table height: 750mm Chair leg 
room: 450mm

The Clean Up Centre
The sink is the hub of the clean-up centre, but also 
plays a supporting role in the food preparation and 
cooking centres, unless a preparation bowl is used. 
This is why it should be placed at the centre of the 
work triangle between the hob and the fridge. Other 
components of the clean-up centre are the garbage 
disposal and the dishwasher.

•  The sink - People believe they need a big sink. They 
rarely realise that a modern sink can do much 
more than the old one. Double bowl increase 
function by 75% at little extra cost Chopping 
board adds 50% to sink function and a colander 
another 25%.

  Avoid positioning a sink close to a worktop joint. 
Leave 800 to 900mm of counter space on each 
side of the sink if possible. If space is tight, retain 
a minimum of 600mm on the dishwasher side and 
450mm on the other side. Leave 600mm minimum 
clearance between the sink top and an overhead 
cabinet. Place the centre of the sink bowl at least 
350mm from a turn in the counter.

•  The dishwasher - Position to the waste bin or waste 
disposer so that plate scrapings can be cleared 
before loading. To the left of the sink for a right-
handed person and vice versa. Next to the sink to 
save on waste plumbing Free standing or raised up 
to 450mm. Position to where most of its contents 
are unloaded.

•  Garbage disposal - Place the refuse bin under 
the draining board of the sink. Place the garbage 
compactor (not common in South African homes) 
on the side of the sink opposite the dishwasher to 
make effective use of the countertop.

Storage
Plan storage space for dish towels, cleaning products, 
refuse bags, near the sink. Storing everyday glass 
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dishes and utensils near the dishwasher is an option, 
but some of these items should also be stored near 
the dining or food preparation area.

Zone Planning
Zone	planning	outlines	five	basic	areas	as	a	basis	
for consideration. These comprise storage of 
consumables, which are items consumed over a 
short period of time such as milk or bread; storage of 
non-consumables such as pots and pans; storage of 
cleaning items from dustbins to cleaning materials; the 
preparation area; and the cooking space.

Situating these zones is also something that 
needs thought – for example, for a right-handed 
person the zones should ideally be planned in a 
clockwise direction.

Before planning your kitchen, give thought as to 
what	you	do	most,	and	what	you	generally	do	first	in	

your kitchen. This will help you to decide which zones 
should be where and how they relate to each other. It 
may not be something you’ve thought about before, 
but if your fridge, for example, is at the door leading 
into your kitchen and your preparation area is across 
the kitchen space, you’ll spend a lot of time walking 
back and forth between the two spaces as you take 
groceries out of the fridge for preparation.

Food	flow	is	a	term	that	helps	in	considering	the	
actions you take in your kitchen – this is about how 
food comes into and leaves the kitchen. Typically, 
food will come in the back door and will then be 
stored in the pantry or fridge. You’ll then take it out 
of the fridge and wash or clean it in the prep area 
before moving to the cooking space. If your areas 
are	designed	in	that	order,	you’ll	find	working	in	the	
kitchen	that	much	more	fluid.
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U-Shaped
An ideal layout for a large area, offering a great amount of storage and preparation space and the ability to 
ensure everything is within easy reach. If it is a very large area, you’ll need to ensure your working triangle 
isn’t compromised so you don’t waste time walking back and forth between spaces.

Island
If you have a single counter kitchen and want to add more space, and island is a great way of achieving 
this - an island can contain cupboards or drawers on one side and an open space on the other side to 
accommodate bar stools, affording you a space for dining as well.

U-Shaped with Island
As with the L-Shaped kitchen with an additional island, this layout both includes and defines the kitchen 
space as part of and apart from the living and dining space

L-Shaped
The L-Shaped kitchen is ideal when you want to add a small dining table or kitchen island. It’s also a good 
way to make the most out of a corner, as well as integrating the kitchen into a dining area.

Galley
You don’t need to have a huge amount of space for this layout. It’s geared toward food preparation and 
provides two great work and storage areas on opposite side. In fact, many professional chefs favour this 
layout

Single Counter
Great for smaller spaces, and you can incorporate an island for more storage and workspace, but note 
that you’ll require a minimum of 1200mm of free space around it.

L-Shaped with Island
For extra storage, and if you have the space, placing an island in the opened corner of the kitchen beauti-
fully encloses the space, while also bringing the kitchen activities into the living space. It’s also a great way 
to include more storage into your kitchen.

U-Shaped with Island
As with the L-Shaped kitchen with an additional island, this layout both includes and defines the kitchen 
space as part of and apart from the living and dining space

Zone PlanningZone Planning

U-Shaped
An ideal layout for a large area, offering a great amount of storage and preparation 
space and the ability to ensure everything is within easy reach. If it is a very large area, 
you’ll need to ensure your working triangle isn’t compromised so you don’t waste time 
walking back and forth between spaces.

Island
If you have a single counter kitchen and want to add more space, and island is a great 
way of achieving this - an island can contain cupboards or drawers on one side and an 
open space on the other side to accommodate bar stools, affording you a space for 
dining as well.
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this - an island can contain cupboards or drawers on one side and an open space on the other side to 
accommodate bar stools, affording you a space for dining as well.

U-Shaped with Island
As with the L-Shaped kitchen with an additional island, this layout both includes and defines the kitchen 
space as part of and apart from the living and dining space

L-Shaped
The L-Shaped kitchen is ideal when you want to add a small dining table or kitchen island. It’s also a good 
way to make the most out of a corner, as well as integrating the kitchen into a dining area.

Galley
You don’t need to have a huge amount of space for this layout. It’s geared toward food preparation and 
provides two great work and storage areas on opposite side. In fact, many professional chefs favour this 
layout

Single Counter
Great for smaller spaces, and you can incorporate an island for more storage and workspace, but note 
that you’ll require a minimum of 1200mm of free space around it.

L-Shaped with Island
For extra storage, and if you have the space, placing an island in the opened corner of the kitchen beauti-
fully encloses the space, while also bringing the kitchen activities into the living space. It’s also a great way 
to include more storage into your kitchen.

U-Shaped with Island
As with the L-Shaped kitchen with an additional island, this layout both includes and defines the kitchen 
space as part of and apart from the living and dining space
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G-shaped
This is an unusual shape for a kitchen in a new or renovated home, simply because trends 
point towards more open plan living, with at least one wall of the kitchen being open to a 
dining or living space.

L-Shaped
The L-Shaped kitchen is ideal when you want to add a small dining table or kitchen island. 
It’s also a good way to make the most out of a corner, as well as integrating the kitchen 
into a dining area.

Galley
You don’t need to have a huge amount of space for this layout. It’s geared toward food 
preparation and provides two great work and storage areas on opposite side. In fact, 
many professional chefs favour this layout.

Single Counter
Great for smaller spaces, and you can incorporate an island for more storage and 
workspace, but note that you’ll require a minimum of 1200mm of free space around it.

L-Shaped with Island
For extra storage, and if you have the space, placing an island in the opened corner of 
the kitchen beauti-fully encloses the space, while also bringing the kitchen activities into 
the living space. It’s also a great way to include more storage into your kitchen.

U-Shaped with Island
As with the L-Shaped kitchen with an additional island, this layout both includes and 
defines	the	kitchen	space	as	part	of	and	apart	from	the	living	and	dining	space.

Zone For

Cooking

Zone For

Consumables

Zone For

Preparation

Zone For Non                  

Consumables

Zone For

Cleaning

U-Shaped
An ideal layout for a large area, offering a great amount of storage and preparation space and the ability to 
ensure everything is within easy reach. If it is a very large area, you’ll need to ensure your working triangle 
isn’t compromised so you don’t waste time walking back and forth between spaces.

Island
If you have a single counter kitchen and want to add more space, and island is a great way of achieving 
this - an island can contain cupboards or drawers on one side and an open space on the other side to 
accommodate bar stools, affording you a space for dining as well.

U-Shaped with Island
As with the L-Shaped kitchen with an additional island, this layout both includes and defines the kitchen 
space as part of and apart from the living and dining space

L-Shaped
The L-Shaped kitchen is ideal when you want to add a small dining table or kitchen island. It’s also a good 
way to make the most out of a corner, as well as integrating the kitchen into a dining area.

Galley
You don’t need to have a huge amount of space for this layout. It’s geared toward food preparation and 
provides two great work and storage areas on opposite side. In fact, many professional chefs favour this 
layout

Single Counter
Great for smaller spaces, and you can incorporate an island for more storage and workspace, but note 
that you’ll require a minimum of 1200mm of free space around it.

L-Shaped with Island
For extra storage, and if you have the space, placing an island in the opened corner of the kitchen beauti-
fully encloses the space, while also bringing the kitchen activities into the living space. It’s also a great way 
to include more storage into your kitchen.

U-Shaped with Island
As with the L-Shaped kitchen with an additional island, this layout both includes and defines the kitchen 
space as part of and apart from the living and dining space

Zone Planning

Zone For

Cooking

Zone For

Consumables

Zone For

Preparation

Zone For Non                  

Consumables

Zone For

Cleaning

U-Shaped
An ideal layout for a large area, offering a great amount of storage and preparation space and the ability to 
ensure everything is within easy reach. If it is a very large area, you’ll need to ensure your working triangle 
isn’t compromised so you don’t waste time walking back and forth between spaces.

Island
If you have a single counter kitchen and want to add more space, and island is a great way of achieving 
this - an island can contain cupboards or drawers on one side and an open space on the other side to 
accommodate bar stools, affording you a space for dining as well.

U-Shaped with Island
As with the L-Shaped kitchen with an additional island, this layout both includes and defines the kitchen 
space as part of and apart from the living and dining space

L-Shaped
The L-Shaped kitchen is ideal when you want to add a small dining table or kitchen island. It’s also a good 
way to make the most out of a corner, as well as integrating the kitchen into a dining area.

Galley
You don’t need to have a huge amount of space for this layout. It’s geared toward food preparation and 
provides two great work and storage areas on opposite side. In fact, many professional chefs favour this 
layout

Single Counter
Great for smaller spaces, and you can incorporate an island for more storage and workspace, but note 
that you’ll require a minimum of 1200mm of free space around it.

L-Shaped with Island
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Accessing stuff in your kitchen
The term ergonomics is derived from two Greek words: 
ergon, meaning work, and nomoi, meaning natural 
laws. Combined they create a word that means the 
science of work and a person’s relationship to that 
work. If this relationship is well planned, your level of 
comfort is increased. Comfort is one of the greatest 
unseen aspects of a design’s effectiveness, and in 
fact determines the success of a design.

Ergonomics in terms of the kitchen relates to how 
easily you can access certain areas – for example, if 
you have to bend down too far when washing dishes 
or preparing food, you’re not going to enjoy the task. 
This is where counter levels are important.

So too, if you have to reach too high or too low for 
a plate or bowl, it’s going to increase your level of 
discomfort or irritation.
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WHAT GOES INTO IT MATTERS. 

RUNNING A TIGHT SHIP. 
MEETING TIGHTER DEADLINES. 
QUALITY CONCRETE.

Creating Concrete Possibilities

https://www.afrisam.co.za/


The Kitchen Lighting
Good kitchen lighting is essential — this is a space 
where a multitude of tasks are carried out.

Look at how much natural light there is in the room. If 
there is very little, consider ways of getting more, such 
as	a	rooflight	or	with	a	set	of	glass	doors.

Avoid central pendants. The light they produce is 
not targeted enough and they tend to cast shadows 
around the sides of the room. Several pendants set 
a lower level over island units and breakfast bars 
work better.

Downlights and track lights that can be adjusted 
are the best option but think through their position 
and talk it over with your electrician, as these can 
be affected by shadow unless located correctly. 
Recessed	fittings	are	practical	as	they	will	not	get	
covered in dust or grease as with some other forms 
of lights.

Use under-cabinet lighting to highlight worktops and, 
if your extractor hood does not incorporate lights, 
ensure	there	is	sufficient	lighting	over	your	hob.

Dimmable lights are best for kitchen diners, 
allowing you to vary the mood to suit cooking and 
entertaining alike.

Which Flooring is Best for Kitchens? 
Base	your	flooring	choices	on	practicality	and	
durability.	Your	new	kitchen	floor	needs	to	be	able	
to withstand moisture and stains. Or it might be that 
you	already	have	an	existing	floor	that	simply	needs	
restoring or cleaning.

Smart choices include:
• Natural stone (requires sealing)
• Cementitious (requires sealing)
• Vinyl
• Ceramic or porcelain tiles
•	 	Engineered	solid	wood	flooring	can	be	used,	but	it	

will need to be properly acclimatised before being 
laid and can be more prone to moisture damage if 
exposed to extreme moisture.

Note:	Before	finalising	your	lighting	layout	
–	you	need	to	have	finalised	your	kitchen	

layout and design. 
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• Apply TilePrime with a brush or roller

• It is economical & easy to use

• TilePrime Offers excellent adhesion

• Clean equipment with water afterwards

• TilePrime is dry after 24 hours

• Apply paint over TilePrime

• TilePrime is compatible with most paints

• Do not paint kitchen work surfaces!

Litre Covers ± 10m2

TIP: Mask Areas You 
Do Not Want   
Painted With 
Masking Tape!

TIP:  Clean Surfaces 
Before Priming For 
Best Results.

 TILEPRIME
Transforms wall tiles, Melamine cupboards 

and other smooth surfaces easily and effortlessly!
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